
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 KS4b KS4a

Entry Level 3                           
Practice Tests and Set Task

Level 1 Functional Skills                  
Computer issues and how to 

overcome them e.g. printer jam

Image Editing                    Students 
will use Pixlr E to edit existing 

photos they source themselves. 
They will change colour, 

desaturate and merge two images 
together.

Aut 1

Harry Plotter Spreadsheets              
Students will use cell refernces and 

formulae to create different 
spreadsheets for different 

scenarios. They will learn the 
difference between functions and 
fomulae and use these to create 

charts.

Aut 2

Online Safety                    Students 
will learn what cyberbullying is and 
how it occurs. They will also look at 
how to remain safe while using the 

computer and what to do if they 
are concerned. They will design 

and create an online safety video.

Spr 1

Adventure Games               
Students will look at different 

avdneture games which will hten 
inspire them to create a mutli 

route PowerPoint game. They will 
use tools in PowerPoint such as 

animations, transitions and 
hyperlinks.

Scratch - Students will use Scratch 
to create simple one and two-

player games. These will be 
controlled by mouse or keyboard. 

They will also develop their 
understanding of variables.

Games Design                    Students 
will look at existing game genres 
and their characters and explain 
why they are effective. They will 
propose a complete design for a 

game and consider the differences 
between vector and bitmaps.

What are Computers?                           
Students will look at internal and 
external PC components and look 

at different input and output 
devices. They will also look at 

Binary and convert between Binary 
and Denary.

Entry Level 2 - How to minimise 
stress in the ICT room and the 

importance of creating a strong 
password. Creating a software 

guide for novice users.

KS3 KS4 

Entry Level 1                           
Explain the different ways we can 
communicate, use correction in 

Microsoft applications. Use Office 
365 to receive and reply to 

messages.

Entry Level 3                           
Creating a spreadsheet and using 

this to display top 10 games. Using 
Office 365 to send and receive 

email

Advanced Spreadsheets                   
Students will Microsoft Excel to 
create an interactive quiz using 

different functions. They will also 
create an interactive menu using 

macros.

Entry Level 1                           
Physical stresses in the ICT room 

and how to overcome them. 
Awareness of icons and menus we 

will use. 

Entry Level 3  Input and Output 
Devices, using shortcuts, creating 
an informative directory, staying 
safe online and using effective 

passwords

Website Design                Students 
will plan and create a website or 

their choice. They will review 
exisiting wesbites and use these 

success criteria to create their own 
site. Pupils may also use basic 

HTML commands.



Level 1 Functional Skills                      
Using Excel to search and sort 

data. Importing this into Access 
and using queries to find results.

Kodu -  Students will use Kodu 
with Xbox 360 controllers to create 

different games. They will learn 
how to control an object, add 

health and a score to create a twi-
player game.

Entry Level 3                           
Creating a spreadsheet and using 

this to display top 10 games. Using 
Office 365 to send and receive 

email

AO2 Binary and Components AO5 Security and Health & Safety

Flowol                                  Students 
will look at automated processes 
and sensors and explain why they 

are used. They will design their 
own robot with sensors. Pupils will 

also use Flowol to apply flow 
diagrams to real life scenarios.

Entry Level 3  Input and Output 
Devices, using shortcuts, creating 
an informative directory, staying 
safe online and using effective 

passwords

Level 1 Functional Skills                           
Practice Tests and Set Task

AO3 Creating Content AO6 Online Safety

AO1 Algorithms and Programming AO4 Using Applications

Spr 2

Video Advert                     Students 
will design, create and test a video 
advert that they create using Serif 
software. They will review existing 

adverts and use these to help 
create their own. Pupils may also 

use green-screening.

Entry Level 2  Using Office 365 
features to create your own mail. 
Use search engines to search for 

specific keywords.

Image Editing                    Students 
will use Pixlr E to edit existing 

photos they source themselves. 
They will change colour, 

desaturate and merge two images 
together.

What are Computers?                           
Students will look at internal and 
external PC components and look 

at different input and output 
devices. They will also look at 

Binary and convert between Binary 
and Denary.

Sum 2

Chocolate Enterprise                                   
Students will deisng and pitch their 
own chocolate bar. They will look 
at costings and advertising. Pupils 
will then pitch these ideas to each 

other.

Flowol                                  Students 
will look at automated processes 
and sensors and explain why they 

are used. They will design their 
own robot with sensors. Pupils will 

also use Flowol to apply flow 
diagrams to real life scenarios.

Databases - Students will 
Microsoft Access to design and 

create their own flat file database. 
They will investigate why 

databases are used and their 
benefits. They will use data to 

search and sort.

Sum 1

Kodu - Students will use Kodu with 
Xbox 360 controllers to create 

different games. They will learn 
how to control an object, add 

health and a score to create a twi-
player game.


